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Green Route Ltd

DERBY, UK (RPRN) 11/09/12 — Greenroute
Ltd is a private independent company offering
complete renewable energy solutions for all
types of domestic, agricultural, commercial and
industrial property. Greenroute provides and
installs everything from solar PV systems and
biomass boilers to heat pumps and LED lighting.
Alongside this, Greenroute offers a full range of
support services including energy-efficiency

training and carbon-neutral planting schemes.
In today’s society demand for resources surge, prices increase and concerns about resource
shortage rise. The Department of Energy and Climate Change’s (DECC) recent overhaul in
regulation and the launch of the Green Deal this autumn, demonstrate the Government’s
commitment to long-term energy efficiency.
With the Government’s full support there has never been a better time to invest in renewable
energy systems. Not only is it possible to reduce energy use, save money and cut carbon
footprints, but valuable revenues can be earned from Government incentive schemes. Both the
Feed-In Tariff (FIT) for electricity generation technologies and the Renewable Heat Incentive
(RHI) for heating systems, deliver a healthy ROI and go a long way towards offsetting the initial
costs of renewable systems.
As an independent service provider; Greenroute can recommend renewable energy solutions
from across the full spectrum of technologies available. This way Greenroute can offer the most
competitive prices from their range of partners, ensuring value for money and suitability.
“We work with clients to understand their aims and to ultimately find a solution that's good for
their bottom line, their brand, their reputation – whilst addressing corporate social responsibility”:
James Miller, Managing Director of Greenroute Ltd.
Greenroute offers a professional energy audit of the business premises by a qualified and
accredited surveyor. The findings of which, allow Greenroute to recommend the most effective
renewable energy technologies and energy-management strategies for each client.
“For those that are enthused by renewable energy solutions, but find themselves confounded by
the jargon that surrounds the subject; Greenroute can provide a specially targeted, succinct

audit.” James Miller, Managing Director of Greenroute Ltd.
All Greenroute partners are approved, accredited and registered with the necessary national
schemes to enable clients to claim FIT and RHI payments. However, in circumstances where the
client may not have initial capital funds they can choose to take advantage of two additional
funding options offered by Greenroute, including a capital pay back plan and a lease
arrangement.
Through a capital pay back plan Greenroute can provide up to 100% funding, to be paid back
over an agreed period. Once the loan is paid back, the client takes full ownership of the system.
The monthly or quarterly payments are less than the savings making this an excellent purchase
vehicle.
Greenroute are proud to help businesses achieve significant savings in energy consumption and
costs, reduce their carbon emissions, and enhance the overall image of their business.
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